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coNteNtS

INTRODUCTION

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is the world’s leading manufacturer of fire resistant 
glass for the building and marine sectors. With over thirty years of  
specialised experience, we have built a solid reputation for delivering 
glass of exceptional quality and effectiveness. our class A range not 
only offers total protection against fire threats, it has also been specifically 
designed to accommodate other multi-functional requirements such as:  
energy conservation, sound reduction, impact safety, and physical security. 

our commitment to provide complete glass solutions is reflected in the 
trust our customers place in us. this commitment is underlined by extensive 
research and development programmes and quality-driven production 
processes. this strategy keeps us at the forefront of glass technologies 
and enables us to effectively meet the most demanding of specifications 
without compromise.

our glasses combine absolute form and function, accommodating  
safety and property protection as well as multi-functionality and maximum 
transparency – they are therefore able to integrate perfectly alongside 
non-fire glass types.

As a world leading international company, with dedicated local  
presence, you can trust Vetrotech Saint-Gobain to deliver the perfect  
solution to meet your needs.

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is part of the Saint-Gobain Group, the world’s 
largest glass producer. Vetrotech Saint-Gobain arose from the requirement 
in the market for a specialist in the field of fire resistant glass. We focus 
solely on the creation of multifunctional uV-stable fire resistant safety  
glazing. We are unique in our field. Where other manufacturers have fire 
resistant glass in their package, Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is focused entirely 
on this specialist field.
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juSt HoW SAFe  
cAN You MAke A SHIP.

our multifunctional fire resistant glass is used worldwide to ensure safety. 
It buys extra time for all persons on board to abandon ship safely and 
professionally. It works and it has been proven to work. At Vetrotech we 
have the knowledge and competencies.

We can’t banish fire, but nightmare prevention is our speciality. this 
folder is not only about fire safety. there’s so much more to our glass...

FIRE AT SEA
You hope and trust it’ll never happen. It’s an ongoing concern for profes-
sionals within the marine business and ship owners - and that’s the way it 
should be. just how safe can you make a ship? How much care can you 
take of passengers and crew?

Fire safety is a top priority in shipping - which makes it a top priority for 
the researchers and developers behind Vetrotech’s fire resistant glass.  
We always want to offer more and better, simply because our products 
are a matter of life and death. they represent fire safety for the shipping 
sector and all those who are directly involved. But there’s more to it.

CRUISE AND FERRy

FIRE SAFETy IS NOT ThE ONly 
FACTOR. 
designing and building a ship is a dynamic, 
complex task. design, comfort and safety 
are inextricably linked. Safety and fire-safety 
above all, is the speciality at Vetrotech. But 
we go farther than that. We can add proper-
ties to our glass that go way beyond resist-
ing fire. our fire resistant glass can provide 
privacy at any desired moment, it becomes 
opaque by means of an electrical signal. 
It can be crystal-clear for an unequalled 
outlook or coloured for special design ef-
fects. our fire resistant glass can serve as a 
floor-to-ceiling partition, ideal for shopping or 
promenade areas.

EFFICIENCy AlSO plAyS  
A SIgNIFICANT ROlE.
Your first savings are on operational costs.  
It can be heat-resistant and provide protection 
from uV radiation and thereby facilitate better 
climate control. We can even put extra safety 
in our glass, so it is able to protect against 
the risks of armed aggression: savings on risk 
premiums.

gET US INvOlvED AT AN 
EARly STAgE
Anywhere, everywhere you plan to use 
glass, Vetrotech offers meaningful support. 
dedicated advice meeting all relevant IMo-
standards. expertise and aesthetic factors, 
climate control and sound insulation - for a 
start. But most important - customised thinking 
that saves time, money, hassles and lives.  
the sooner you involve us in your plans, the 
more we can do – and save for you.

OFFShORE, mERChANT AND 
NAvy 

FIRE SAFETy IS NOT ThE ONly 
FACTOR.
Work at sea. It’s a tough world. the intense 
light, the strong winds, heat and cold, rain 
and waves can be extreme. Production noise, 
a dangerous cargo and the danger of  
aggression can also give you sleepless 
nights. therefore, in designing a ship fire 
safety can not be the only factor. All possible 
dangers must be attended to and efficiency 
also plays significant role. this is why Vetro-
tech glass products are nowadays capable 
of so much more than just fire resistance.

vETROTECh’S yOUR SAFETy 
pARTNER
Where glass applications in shipping are 
concerned, we are your experienced partner. 
We offer a whole range of fire resistant  
safety glass with an almost endless number  
of options and many extra features.
Partnered with our expert advice, you can 
rest assured at all times that you have the 
highest level of fire safety in the most efficient 
glass solution. By adding coatings and inter-
layers and combining glass types, we are 
able to offer designers extra safety, increased 
efficiency and lower operating costs.
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•  clear fire resistant safety glass in the class 
B0 or A0

•  30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in clear 
safety glass to ISo 21005 / ISo 614 / 
IMo A.754(18)

•  Heat soak tested to ensure performance 
reliability

pRODUCT DESCRIpTION
Pyroswiss Marine is a fire resistant safety 
glass in the B0 or A0 class. It is manufac-
tured from a unique “high strain” float glass 
substrate which was the first of its kind devel-
oped exclusively for combined fire resistance 
and human impact safety characteristics.  
this thin, fire resistant glass has improved 
mechanical integrity and anti-breakage prop-
erties compared to ordinary toughened glass. 
due to this it can be adapted as pressure 
glass without any extra adoptions. 

pERFORmANCE
In the event of a fire Pyroswiss Marine pro-
vides an effective barrier against the passage 
of smoke, flames, and hot toxic gases for 
30 or 60 minutes. By remaining transparent 
and fully intact, the glazing allows people to 
make their escape and rescue services to be 
fully aware of any impending danger. rapid 
access can be achieved safely to facilitate 
hose access, smoke evacuation, and rescue 
efforts.

ApplICATION
Pyroswiss Marine is perfect suitable for external application in the hull and 
the superstructure. the toughness of the glass makes it possible to adapt it 
in offshore applications as well. 

Pyroswiss Marine is available in three basic multifunctional versions:
•  Single glazing
•  laminated
•  double glazed units

Pyroswiss Marine flexibility is best illustrated when glass is incorporated 
into Pyroswiss Marine climaplus. these double glazed units can include 
other functions such as:
•  enhanced thermal insulation (kM ultimate)
•  enhanced acoustic insulation (Stadip Silence)
•  Increased safety and security (Stadip, Stadip Protect)
•  Solar control (Antelio, kM ultimate, Parsol)
•  Improved decorative and aesthetic qualities (Masterglass, Satinovo, 

emalit, Privalite)

CERTIFICATION
•  clear fire resistant safety glass in the class B0 or A0
•  30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in clear safety glass to ISo 21005 / 

ISo 614 / IMo A.754(18)
•  toughened glass to ISo 21005

ADvANTAgES
•  this glass combines the beautiful optical 

quality of float glass with a fire resistance 
of 30 or 60 minutes

•  toughened safety glass, obliged conform 
ISo 21005

•  uV and temperature range stability
•  Internal & external use
•  can be fitted in window frames, partitions, 

and doors in large panel sizes
•  can be used as full-height glass partitions 

in clear, tinted (Parsol, Stadip colour or 
other) or decorative glass (Masterglass, 
Satinovo)

•  Pyroswiss Marine climaplus can be com-
bined with safety & security (Stadip, Sta-
dip Protect), enhanced thermal insulation 
(kM ultimate), acoustic (Stadip Silence), 
solar control (Antelio, cool lite, Parsol), 
decorative (Masterglass, Satinovo, emalit, 
Privalite).

Pont Aven

PYroSWISS MArINe B0
 PYroSWISS MArINe A0
High impact and mechinal strength

PYROSWISS MARINE A0 
Single glazing

PYROSWISS MARINE B0 
Single glazing

PYROSWISS MARINE STADIP  
Laminated glazing

PYROSWISS MARINE CLIMALIT 
Double glazingcolor Fantasy
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•  clear fire resistant safety glass in the class 
A0 

•  optical test protocol under the supervision 
of det Norske Veritas (dNV)

•  60 minutes of fire resistance in clear safety 
glass to ISo 21005 / ISo 614 / IMo 
A.754(18)

•  Heat soak tested to ensure performance 
reliability

•  Pressure make-up combined with fire safety
•  laminated safety glass according to ISo 

12543 part 1-4

pRODUCT DESCRIpTION
Pyroswiss Marine clearView is fire resistant of 
course, but most of all it’s crystal clear, and 
specially developed for use in wheel houses. 
Here it gives an alert crew a steady view of 
the surroundings. clearView means: see and 
be seen better. the result is a feeling of secu-
rity for everyone in the wheel house. until this 
moment this position in the ship was the most 
vulnerable. 

Pyroswiss Marine clearView is a fire resistant 
safety glass in the class A0. this thin, fire re-
sistant glass has improved mechanical integ-
rity and anti-breakage properties compared 
to ordinary toughened glass. 

pERFORmANCE
In the event of a fire Pyroswiss Marine clearView provides an effective 
barrier against the passage of smoke, flames, and hot toxic gases for 
60 minutes. By remaining transparent and fully intact, the glazing allows 
the captain and his crew to complete the safety actions on board behind 
the steering wheel, allows people to make their escape and rescue ser-
vices to be fully aware of any impending danger. rapid access can be 
achieved safely to facilitate hose access, smoke evacuation, and rescue 
efforts.

ApplICATION
Pyroswiss Marine clearView is specially made for external application in 
wheel houses.

Pyroswiss Marine clearView flexibility can include our other weight sav-
ing products such as:
•  Stadip Marine
•  thermovit heated glass

CERTIFICATION
•  clear fire resistant safety glass in the class A0
•  60 minutes of fire resistance in clear safety glass to ISo 21005 / ISo 

614 / IMo A.754(18)
•  optical test protocol under the supervision of det Norske Veritas (dNV)
•  toughened glass to ISo 21005

on 1 March 2005, dNV introduced fire 
integrity requirements for windows in ves-
sels with “Fire Fighter 1” (fifi 1) notation. that 
means that the vessel has been built for 
early-stage fire fighting and rescue operations 
close to the structure on fire. this also con-
cerns supply vessels for the offshore industry. 
that means that the wheel house windows 
class should be A0, and the superstructure 
windows class A60. Pyroswiss Marine clear-
View is the only glass developed especially 
for fifi 1, but still guaranteeing optical accept-
ance. 

ADvANTAgES
•  Meets class A0
•  optical test protocol under the supervision 

of det Norske Veritas (dNV)
•  extremely strong clear toughened lami-

nated safety glass, obliged conform ISo 
12543 part 1-4

•  uV and temperature resistant specially lami-
nated glass

•  optimum fire resistance with just 14 mm 
thickness

•  Pyroswiss Marine clearView can be com-
bined with Stadip Marine and thermovit

PYroSWISS clearView A0
Glass and total safety for wheel houses 
according to ISo 3254 / ISo 21005 / ISo 614 and IMo A.754(18)

PYROSWISS ClearView A0 
Laminated glazing TOTAl SAFETy FOR whEEl hOUSESBourbon Mistral
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PYroSWISS eXtrA MArINe A0
For extended fire resistance performance

•  clear fire resistant safety glass in the class 
B0 and A0

•  60 minutes of fire resistance in clear safety 
glass to ISo 21005 / ISo 614 / IMo 
A.754(18)

•  Heat soak tested to ensure performance 
reliability

•  XXl sizes

pRODUCT DESCRIpTION
Pyroswiss extra Marine can be used both 
internally and externally. this thin, fire resistant 
glass has improved mechanical integrity and 
breakage properties compared to ordinary 
toughened glass.

Pyroswiss extra Marine combines the optical 
qualities of float glass with high duration fire 
ratings of 60 minutes integrity. It is manufac-
tured from a unique “high strain” float glass 
substrate which was the first of its kind devel-
oped exclusively for combined fire resistance 
and human impact safety characteristics. 
With a standard thickness of 6 mm, Pyroswiss 
extra Marine is light, which improves its resist-
ance to accidental breakage.

pERFORmANCE
In the event of a fire, Pyroswiss extra Marine 
provides an effective barrier against the pas-
sage of smoke, flames, and hot toxic gases. 
By remaining transparent and fully intact, the 
glazing allows people to make their escape 
and rescue services to be fully aware of any 
impending danger. rapid access can be 
achieved safely to facilitate hose access, 
smoke evacuation, and rescue efforts.

ApplICATION
Pyroswiss extra Marine will provide a level of 60 minutes of fire protec-
tion. Pyroswiss extra Marine is highly suitable for external application in 
the hull and the superstructure, especially when XXl sizes are needed.

Pyroswiss extra Marine is available in two basic multifunctional versions:
• laminated for pressure make-up
• double glazed units

Pyroswiss Marine flexibility is best illustrated when glass is incorporated 
into Pyroswiss Marine climaplus. these double glazed units can include 
other functions such as:
• enhanced thermal insulation (kM ultimate)
• enhanced acoustic insulation (Stadip Silence)
• Increased safety and security (Stadip, Stadip protect)
• Solar control (Antelio, kM ultimate, Parsol)
•  Improved decorative and aesthetic qualities (Masterglass, Satinovo, 

emalit, Privalite)

CERTIFICATION
• clear fire resistant safety glass in the class A0
•  60 minutes of fire resistance in clear safety glass to ISo 21005 /  

ISo 614 / IMo A.754(18)
• toughened glass to ISo 21005

ADvANTAgES
• toughened safety glass (ISo 21005)
• uV and temperature range stability
• Internal & external use
• High fire ratings: 60 minutes integrity
• XXXl sizes
•  can be fitted in standard window frames, 

partitions, and doors in large panel sizes
•  Pyroswiss extra Marine climaplus can be 

combined with safety & security (Stadip, 
Stadip Protect), enhanced thermal insula-
tion (kM ultimate), acoustic (Stadip Si-
lence), solar control (Antelio, kM ultimate, 
Parsol), decorative (Masterglass, Satinovo, 
emalit, Privalite).

dilbar

PYROSWISS EXTRA MARINE STADI PA0
Laminated glazing

PYROSWISS EXTRA MARINE CLIMALIT A0
Double glazingoasis of the Seas
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•  clear fire resistant safety glass in class B0 
or A0

•  30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in clear 
safety glass to ISo 21005 / ISo 614 / 
IMo A.754(18)

•  Heat soak tested to ensure performance 
reliability

pRODUCT DESCRIpTION
Vetroflam Marine is a toughened heat soaked 
product of 6 mm thickness that has been 
especially developed for reduction of radi-
ated heat in the event of a fire for 30 or 60 
minutes. It is highly suited for large surface 
areas for both internal and external applica-
tions. due to its innovative coating, the glass 
offers radiation control of < 15kW per m2 
at a distance of 1 metre from the glass. this 
means that items a metre away from the glaz-
ing on the non fire side are protected from 
combustion. on top this coating makes it a 
cost efficient solution for external use there it 
can be placed as a single glazing because 
the glass is temperature range stable.

pERFORmANCE
Vetroflam Marine forms an effective barrier 
against smoke, flames and toxic gases for 30 
or 60 minutes with reduced radiant heat. In 
a fire the glass also remains transparent and 
completely intact. As a result, people can es-
cape safely and rescue workers can be fully 
aware of potential dangers and reach the 
heart of the fire with firefighting equipment. 

ApplICATION
Vetroflam Marine is available in three basic multifunctional versions:
•  Single glazing
•  laminated
•  double glazed units

Vetroflam Marine flexibility is best illustrated when glass is incorporated 
into Vetroflam Marine climaplus. these double glazed units can include 
other functions such as:
•  enhanced thermal insulation
•  enhanced acoustic insulation (Stadip Silence)
•  Increased safety and security (Stadip, Stadip Protect)
•  Solar control (Antelio, kM ultimate, Parsol)
•  Improved decorative and aesthetic qualities (Masterglass, Satinovo, 

emalit, Privalite)

CERTIFICATION
•  clear fire resistant safety glass in class B0 or A0
•  30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in clear safety glass to ISo 21005 / 

ISo 614 / IMo A.754(18)
•  toughened glass to ISo 21005

VetroFlAM MArINe B0
VetroFlAM MArINe A0
Special coating for radiated heat reduction,
an economic solution for higher safety levels Norfolk line

ADvANTAgES
•  High impact safety ratings
•  excellent u Values in dGu’s
•  large pane sizes tested
•  toughened safety glass (ISo 21005)
•  uV and temperature range stability
•  Internal & external graded
•  low e properties

VETROFLAM MARINE A0
Single glazing

VETROFLAM MARINE B0
Single glazing

VETROFLAM MARINE STADIP 
Laminated glas

VETROFLAM MARINE CLIMAPLUS 
Double glazingNorfolk line
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coNtrAFlAM lIte B0 - B15
coNtrAFlAM lIte A0 - A15
Multifunctional; the best choice for your design requirements

•  clear fire resistant safety glass for different 
classes: B0, B15, A0 or A15 

•  30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in clear 
safety glass to ISo 21005 /  
IMo A.754(18)

•  Partially temperature insulating clear fire 
resistant safety glass (15 minutes)

pRODUCT DESCRIpTION
contraflam lite Marine consists of toughened 
safety glass [ISo 21005], combined with 
a transparent advanced intumescent silicate 
interlayer. It is a product with a long history 
and a high quality. on top it is robust in 
handling, uV stable and clear.

pERFORmANCE
When exposed to fire, the special intumes-
cent silicate interlayer turns opaque and 
expands to form a partially insulating heat 
shield. this effectively reduces the transmis-
sion of radiated and conducted heat. the 
layers also provide an integrity barrier against 
smoke, flames, and hot gases for maintained 
integrity in excess of 60 minutes. the opaque 
insulating interlayer blocks the view of the 
fire which minimises panic and acts as a 
guide for emergency services to indicate the 
presence of fire.

ApplICATION
contraflam lite Marine is available from a 16 mm thickness that will 
provide the right level of fire protection. contraflam lite Marine is highly 
suitable for internal and external application in hull and partitions.
•  large pane sizes available
•  Maximum production size that will even reach class A0:  

1800 x 2800 mm
•  Multifunctional & flexible product offering decorative and functional 

alternatives

contraflam lite Marine is available in three basic multifunctional versions:
•  Single glazing
•  laminated
•  double glazed units

contraflam lite Marine flexibility is best illustrated when glass is incorpo-
rated into contraflam lite Marine climaplus. these double glazed units-
can include other functions such as:
•  enhanced thermal insulation (kM ultimate)
•  enhanced acoustic insulation (Stadip Silence)
•  Increased safety and security (Stadip, Stadip protect)
•  Solar control (Antelio, kM ultimate, Parsol)
•  Improved decorative and aesthetic qualities (Masterglass, Satinovo, 

emalit, Privalite)

CERTIFICATION
•  clear fire resistant safety glass for different 

classes: B0, B15, A0 or A15 
•  30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in 

clear safety glass to ISo 21005 / IMo 
A.754(18)

•  toughened glass to ISo 21005

ADvANTAgES
•  toughened safety glass (ISo 21005)
•  uV Stable
•  Very large sizes possible
•  Multifunctional
•  Internal & external graded
•  contraflam lite Marine climaplus can be 

combined with safety & security (Stadip, 
Stadip protect), enhanced thermal insula-
tion (kM ultimate), acoustic (Stadip Si-
lence), solar control (Antelio, kM ultimate, 
Parsol), decorative (Masterglass, Satinovo, 
emalit, Privalite) and glass flooring (lite-
Floor)

color Fantasy

CONTRAFLAM LITE MARINE B15
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM LITE MARINE B0
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM LITE MARINE A0
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM LITE MARINE CLIMAPLUS 
Double glazing

CONTRAFLAM LITE MARINE A15
Single glazingcolor Fantasy
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coNtrAFlAM MArINe B30
coNtrAFlAM MArINe A30 - A60
High performance fire resistance against conducted,  
converted and radiant heat

•	 	clear fire resistant safety glass for different 
classes: B30, A30 or A60 

•	 	30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in 
clear safety glass to ISo 21005 / IMo 
A.754(18)

•	 	Fully temperature insulating clear fire re-
sistant safety glass

pRODUCT DESCRIpTION
contraflam is a fire resistant glass which con-
sists of toughened safety glass (ISo 21005). 
the cavity between the sheets of glass is 
filled with a transparent intumescent silicate 
interlayer which reacts when exposed to fire. 
It is a product with a long history and a high 
quality, which satisfies the highest demands 
of fire protection. on top it is robust in han-
dling, clear and uV stable with numerous 
variations available.

the number of sheets of toughened safety 
glass and interlayers is determined by the 
level of required fire resistance. 

pERFORmANCE
When exposed to fire the special intumescent 
silicate interlayers turn opaque and expand 
to form a fully insulating heat shield. this ef-
fectively reduces the transmission of radiated 
and conducted heat for up to 60 minutes. 
the opaque insulating interlayer blocks the 
view of the fire which minimises panic 
and acts as a guide for emergency services 
to indicate the presence of fire.

ApplICATION
contraflam Marine can be used for both internal and external areas, for 
installation into frames, partitions, and doors. 
•	 	large pane sizes available for 30 or 60 minutes of integrity and  

insulation.
•	 	tested and certified for fire resistant doors, screens, glass floors,  

and roofs.

contraflam Marine is available in three basic multifunctional versions:
•	 	Single glazing
•	 	laminated
•	 	double glazed units 

contraflam Marine flexibility is best illustrated when glass is incorporated 
into contraflam Marine climaplus. these double glazed units can include 
other functions such as:
•	 	enhanced thermal insulation (kM ultimate)
•	 	enhanced acoustic insulation (Stadip Silence)
•	 	Increased safety and security (Stadip, Stadip protect)
•	 	Solar control (Antelio, kM ultimate, Parsol)
•	 	Improved decorative and aesthetic qualities (Masterglass, Satinovo, 

emalit, Privalite)

ADvANTAgES
•	 	toughened safety glass (ISo 21005)
•	 	uV Stable
•	 	large pane sizes
•	 	Multifunctional
•	 	contraflam climaplus can be combined 

with safety & security (Stadip, Stadip 
protect), enhanced thermal insulation (kM 
ultimate), acoustic (Stadip Silence), solar 
control (Antelio, kM ultimate, Parsol), 
decorative (Masterglass, Satinovo, emalit, 
Privalite) and glass flooring (lite-Floor)

CERTIFICATION
•	 	clear fire resistant safety glass for different 

classes: B30, A30 or A60 
•	 	30 or 60 minutes of fire resistance in clear 

safety glass to ISo 21005 /  
IMo A.754(18)

•	 	toughened glass to ISo 21005

Norfolk line

CONTRAFLAM MARINE A30 
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM MARINE B30 
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM MARINE A60 
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM MARINE CLIMAPLUS 
Double glazingAfrica Mercy
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coNtrAFlAM MArINe H60 - H90 - H120
High performance fire resistance against conducted,  
converted and radiant heat

•  clear fire resistant safety glass for different 
classes: H60, H90 or H120 

•  60, 90 or 120 minutes of fire resistance in 
clear safety glass to ISo 21005 /  
IMo A.754(18)

•  Fully temperature insulating clear fire re-
sistant safety glass

pRODUCT DESCRIpTION
contraflam is a fire resistant glass which con-
sists of toughened safety glass (ISo 21005). 
the cavity between the sheets of glass is 
filled with a transparent intumescent silicate 
interlayer which reacts when exposed to fire. 
It is a product with a long history and a high 
quality, which satisfies the highest demands 
of fire protection. on top it is robust in han-
dling, clear and uV stable with numerous 
variations available.

the number of sheets of toughened safety 
glass and interlayers is determined by the 
level of required fire resistance. 

pERFORmANCE
When exposed to fire the special intumescent 
silicate interlayers turn opaque and expand 
to form a fully insulating heat shield. this ef-
fectively reduces the transmission of radiated 
and conducted heat for up to 120 minutes. 
the opaque insulating interlayer blocks the 
view of the fire which minimises panic 
and acts as a guide for emergency services 
to indicate the presence of fire.

ApplICATION
contraflam Marine can be used for both internal and external areas, for 
installation into frames, partitions, and doors. 

contraflam Marine is available in two basic multifunctional versions:
•  Single glazing
•  double glazed units 

ADvANTAgES
•  toughened safety glass [ISo 21005]
•  uV Stable

CERTIFICATION
•  clear fire resistant safety glass for different 

classes: H60, H90 or H120 
•  60, 90 or 120 minutes of fire resistance in 

clear safety glass to  
ISo 21005 / IMo A.754(18)

•  toughened glass to ISo 21005

contraflam Marine H120 test

CONTRAFLAM MARINE H90 
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM MARINE H60 
Single glazing

CONTRAFLAM MARINE H120 
Single glazing

H 120 V
Part 1/2

H 120 W
Part 1/2H 60 H 90


